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Dear Members,

On behalf of MGA Council, I take this
opportunity to wish a Happy New Year to
all our valued members, esteemed
stakeholders and treasured friends. The
year 2020 has given unprecedented
experience and a broader perspective to
many of us. On hindsight, the challenges
and new normal in 2020 provided us with a
cause to reflect and realign our priorities.
2020 has been a year in the distance for all
its eventfulness, in several senses of the
word and the global gas industry is no
exception. On the backdrop of lower
energy demand and decreasing prices,
2020 has changed the way we work,
advocate and engage. We nevertheless
look forward to this new adventure and
eagerly anticipate the natural gas
industry's role in transitioning towards a
sustainable energy future.

As 2020 winds to a close, we thank our
members for their strong support in
weathering a challenging year. Despite
significant cancellation to the physical
activities, especially income-generating
ones, we can take comfort that, with
support from members, MGA could still
bring value to its members through
innovative and impactful virtual activities.
Due to lesser activities, this Q4 Quarterly
Update, in fact, is a combination of the last
three quarters.

Despite a challenging year, MGA continued
to participate in several national-level
committees and was actively involved in
shaping policies. In 2020, there are at least
two major milestones that MGA can be
proud of;
• MGA successfully coordinated the 7th

IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum 2020 on
3rd December 2020. Hosted by the
Government of Malaysia, Energy
Ministers and Industry Leaders have
attended the virtual Forum from across
the globe.

• 2020 saw the drafting of the Natural
Gas Roadmap, with completion
targeted by early 2021.

Previously in MGA Quarterly Update for Q1
2019, MGA called for formulation of a
strategic Natural Gas Roadmap (NGR) that
should factor in opportunities and
challenges across the entire value chain,
clarify the Third-Party Access System as
well as promote efficient allocation and
resources utilisation to ensure Malaysia's
long-term energy security. I am pleased to
report that Malaysia's Government is in
the final stage of drafting the NGR. MGA
involved as part of the Technical
Committee, in every stage of developing
the NGR. As a supporting pathway in the
National Energy Policy (NEP), we anticipate
that the NGR realises MGA's vision of a
vibrant and sustainable Malaysian gas
industry and position natural gas a key
enabler to the long-term energy transition
for Malaysia.

The COVID-19 pandemic brought
challenges to us all in too numerous ways
to count and many more stories far more
difficult than our own. Malaysia is
fortunate to be blessed with its indigenous
gas and very reliable delivery
infrastructure, such that energy access and
security are assured, even more so during
the movement control order (MCO).
Moving into 2021, the country importantly
needs to further leverage on natural gas in
economic recovery and energy transition.
MGA commits to continue playing the role
as the lead advocate for the natural gas
industry; an industry that creates more
than 80 thousand jobs and brings in more
than RM135 billion annually to the wider
economy.

MGA members cover the entire natural gas
value chain. The right gas pricing is vital to
ensure the sustainability of the industry
and its value chain. It also gives the right
signal for the realisation of Third-Party
Access (TPA), a key success factor for the
ongoing gas market liberalisation. In 2021,
in addition to advocating for an increase in
gas demand, MGA will be advocating for
full implementation of gas market
liberalisation.

Before I end, I would like to
take this opportunity to again
thank all our members for your
contributions, participation and
your never-ending support to
keep MGA's mission on track.

I also would like to thank my
fellow Council members for
their commitment in steering
MGA, members of the working
committees and taskforce for
their tireless efforts in
executing the work plans. Not
forgetting, the MGA Secretariat
for being the engine drives all of
the MGA activities.

Finally, we thank all our
stakeholders and friends for
supporting our cause. Let us
work together to ensure a
sustainable energy future,
powered by natural gas.

Happy New Year and may 2020
brings us prosperity and good
health.

Stay safe.
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Thank You to MGA Patron, Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee

MGA bid farewell to its Patron, Tan Sri
Wan Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin, on 24th July
2020.
Upon appointment of Tan Sri Wan Zul as
the Patron for the Association in 2015, he
emphasised the need for MGA to
strengthen its gas advocacy efforts and
the transformation of MGA into a
credible voice of the Malaysian gas
industry initiated in 2016.

Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee is now an Honorary Member of MGA
MGA is honoured to confirm Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin as an
Honorary Member of Malaysian Gas Association on 24th July 2020.
According to Clause 4 of the Constitution, the Council may invite any
individual having contributed significantly to the Association's objectives as
Honorary Member.
In his role as Patron of MGA from 2016 to 2020, Tan Sri Wan Zul has been
the driving force in transforming MGA into a credible voice of the gas
industry. Tan Sri also served as MGA Council Member from 2003-2006.

Thanks to his vision, MGA today is recognised by policymakers and key stakeholders as a highly reputable
representative of the gas industry. MGA has since been invited to participate in several national-level
committees including National Energy Policy, Natural Gas Roadmap and Energy Efficiency & Conservation Act.

MGA's advocacy efforts have also been recognised internationally with its appointment as the Regional
Coordinator of International Gas Union (IGU).

MGA expressed the heartiest gratitude to Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee for his guidance and support as Patron and
wishes him the very best in his future endeavours.

“We are strong advocate (of gas) and
we do it in many platforms …
In Malaysia, we strongly support
Malaysian Gas Association.”

Tan Sri Wan Zulkiflee Wan Ariffin 
Interview with Astro Awani (2020)
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MGA’s 34th Annual General Meeting

Anwar Yusoff
Conocophillips Malaysia

Ahmad Hashimi Abdul Manap
Gas Malaysia Berhad

Kamal Bahrin Ahmad
Petronas Gas Berhad

Datuk Zunaidah Idris
Hong Leong Investment Berhad

Nan Yusri Nan Rahimy
Deleum Berhad

Zahid Osman
MISC Berhad

Hazli Sham Kassim
PETRONAS

Mustaffa Kamal
Dialog Berhad

Seah Suying
Shell

MGA held its first virtual Annual General Meeting on 13th

October 2020. The AGM was initially planned to be a physical
event but concerns over COVID-19 pandemic has compelled the
change to virtual. The virtual AGM was handled entirely by the
MGA Secretariat using Microsoft Teams.

In the meeting, 6 Council Members, namely Seah Suying, Zul
Nurani, Ahmad Hashimi, Benjamin Choo, Datuk Zunaidah & Nan
Yusri, were re-elected as MGA Council Member for 2020-2021.

The following reports were also adopted by the meeting;
• Annual Report 2019 (can be accessed at this link)
• Audited Financial Statement for FYE 31 Dec 2020

Mohd Helmy Ibrahim
Segari Energy Ventures

Benjamin Choo
PTTEP

Zul Nurani
EXXONMOBIL

PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT TREASURER

COUNCIL MEMBERS

MGA Council 2020/2021

https://malaysiangas.com/news-events-annual-report/
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Natural Gas Roadmap (NGR) Expected to be Ready by Q1 2021
The Government of Malaysia on 3rd December 2020
announced that it is currently drafting a Natural Gas
Roadmap (NGR), designed to future proof the industry.
“As a continuation of the market liberalisation and to
further future proof the gas industry, will form a key part
of the overall National Energy Policy (NEP) to be
announced in the First Quarter of 2021”. YAB Tan Sri
Muhyiddin Yassin, Prime Minister of Malaysia in his
Inaugural Address at the 7th IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas
Forum. Thus, these upcoming documents will serve as
an important policy framework in the energy sector
under the 12th Malaysia Plan, 2021-2025”. He added
that “The NGR among others strives to optimise the
value of indigenous gas resources, enhance the security
of supply and access to cost-competitive gas, amongst
others.”
At the same event, YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed,
Minister in the Prime Minister’s Dept (Economy) further
elaborating the NEP said, “In view of the shifting global
energy landscape, Malaysia will undertake a study on its
National Energy Policy (NEP), to determine policies and
long-term strategies surrounding the national energy
sector. This study will address challenges in the energy
sector and identify new growth opportunities while
considering energy transition trends in balancing the
energy trilemma”.

Drawing from his observations at the Forum, MGA
President, Hazli Sham Kassim, said: “From the
roundtable discussions, we can conclude that
Malaysian Government policies and initiatives,
especially the National Energy Policy and Natural Gas
Roadmap (NGR) currently being drafted, to be
consistent and on par with other leading gas producing
countries”.

In early 2019, MGA urged stakeholders from across the
industry to work together to formulate a
comprehensive Natural Gas Roadmap (NGR). In a
statement issued, MGA said that the NGR would “drive
the nation’s socio-economic progress by actualising the
full potential of Malaysia’s natural gas industry and
spurring the low carbon economy”.

MGA welcome the progress of the NGR as a positive
development for the Malaysian gas industry. In a
statement issued on 4th December 2020, Hazli Sham
Kassim, said, “MGA has been calling for NGR to be
developed since 2018 to future proof the industry by
ensuring the security of supply, increasing demand
liberalising the market. We eagerly look forward
towards its release in Q1”.

President & CEO of PETRONAS, 
Tengku Muhammad Taufik’s Interview

with the Edge Weekly 21st December 2020
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Shaping National Policies

Held on 5th October 2020, the meeting listened to budget proposals from
associations & organisations with interest in sustainable energy. MGA,
represented by its Secretary General, calls for greater share of natural gas in
power generation mix and sales tax exemption for cogeneration equipment.

International Engagements

National Coordination Committee for the 
7th IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum.
Chaired by Director General of the Economic Planning 
Unit (EPU)
MGA President and Secretary General seen here briefing
YB Minister in the Prime Minister’s Dept (Economy) on
latter’s role as Host Minister at the Forum. Also in the
meeting were Director and Deputy Director of the Energy
Section at EPU.

Budget 2021 Focus Group Meeting on Sustainable Energy
Co-chaired by the Minister of Finance and Minister of Energy & Natural 
Resources 

As members of the following national committees, MGA plays an active role in shaping national 
policies;
• EPU’s Technical Committee on National Energy Policy and Natural Gas Roadmap
• EPU’s Steering & Technical Committee on Natural Gas Market Liberalisation Communication 

Plan
• SEDA’s Technical Committee on Development of Training Module for Thermal Energy
• SIRIM’s Committee on National Standards for Petroleum & Gas
• BNM’s VBIAF Sectoral Guide Working Group for Oil & Gas

MGA’s recognition as the lead advocate for the Malaysian Gas Industry is further cemented by invitations
to participate in the following discourse;
• IEPRe's Comprehensive Review And Case Study On Co-Generation Technologies Workshop on 1st

September 2020
• MPIC’s Focus Group Discussion on Biofuel on 27th October 2020
• UKM’s Stakeholder Engagement on Economic Analysis on Decarbonisation of the Electricity Sector on

12th November 2020
• MITI’s Validation Meeting on Policy Analysis for Eco Industrial Park Development on 17th December

2020

MGA received visits from the 
Ambassador of Colombia 
(left) and the Chargé d’ 
Affaires from Italy (right)
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MGA coordinated the 7th IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum 2020

Despite the unprecedented challenges of COVID-19 Pandemic, Malaysian
Gas Association (MGA) has successfully coordinated the 7th IEF-IGU
Ministerial Gas Forum (MGF) on 3rd December 2020. The forum, the first
time held virtually, was a biennial platform for high level discourse on
natural gas organised jointly by International Energy Forum (IEF) and
International Gas Union (IGU).

The Government of Malaysia, through its Economic Planning Unit (EPU),
hosted the 7th MGF and was represented by its Minister in Prime Minister’s
Dept (Economy), YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed.

As national coordinator , MGA is honoured to play a key role in realizing the
Forum that was participated by high level representative from the different
global time zones.

The 7th edition of virtual IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum, themed "Towards
Recovery and Shared Prosperity: Natural Gas Opportunities for a
Sustainable World”, successfully gathered 13 Energy Ministers, 16 Senior
Government Officials, 12 Heads of International Organisation and 40 leaders
from the industry from Asia, Middle East, Africa, Europe, North America and
South America.

7th IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum

Click event logo to 
access report on the 
Forum and related 

document
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Keynote Addresses by Malaysia

“In view of the shifting global energy
landscape, Malaysia will undertake a
study on its National Energy Policy to
determine policies and long-term
strategies surrounding the national
energy sector.” – YB Dato’ Sri Mustapa
Bin Mohamed at 7th IEF-IGU MGF 2020

“As Malaysia’s National Oil Company, we
continue to work closely with policymakers and
authorities in shaping the ongoing National
Energy Policy and Natural Gas Roadmap that
will ensure alignment of policy objectives to
address the energy trilemma and grow the
significance of cleaner energy use in the country.
– Tengku Muhammad Taufik, President and
Group CEO, PETRONAS at 7th IEF-IGU MGF 2020

“To further future proof the gas industry,
Malaysia is currently drafting a Natural Gas
Roadmap that will form a key part of the
overall National Energy Policy to be
announced in the first Quarter of 2021”. YAB
Tan Sri Muhyiddin Bin Mohd Yassin, Prime
Minister of Malaysia at 7th IEF-IGU MGF
2020

7th IEF-IGU Ministerial Gas Forum

The full Prime Minister’s speech text available here

Datuk Saiful Anuar 
Lebai Hussen 

Director General
EPU

Mohd Shaharin Umar
Director, Energy Div

EPU

Tengku Muhammad Taufik
President & CEO

PETRONAS 

Hazli Sham Kassim
President

MGA

Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed
Minister in Prime Minister’s 

Dept (Economy)

Rosman Hamzah
Secretary General

MGA

https://www.pmo.gov.my/2020/12/inaugural-address-at-the-7th-ief-igu-ministerial-gas-forum/
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Live Media Coverage

MGA organised participation of local
media at the opening session of the
MGF on 3rd Dec 2020 & subsequent
media conference, The Forum
garnered at least 30 media
coverages including Broadcast TV,
print and online news platforms.

Post-Event Media Coverage

On 4th Dec 2020, MGA
distributed post-event media
release on MGF that was
published in at least 5 online
news platforms.

Pre-Event Media Coverage

MGA prepared the 7th IEF-IGU
Ministerial Gas Forum FMGF) pre-
event announcement that was
distributed on 2nd Dec 2020 and
was published in at least 8 pre-
event media coverage including
Broadcast TV and online news
platforms.

Media
Coverage

Media
Coverage

Media
Coverage

8

30

5
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SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

On 3rd November 2020, MGA President, Hazli Sham
Kassim, co-moderated the Malaysia Country Session at
the virtual OTC Asia 2020 with Sharifah Zaida Nurlisha,
President of MOGSC. Both also co-chair the Malaysian
Task Force responsible to organise the session.

Themed Specialty Chemicals As The Next Driver Of
Growth And Economic Recovery For Malaysia, the session
featured the following speakers;
• Surayu Susah, Director of Chemical and Advanced

Planning Material Industries Division, Malaysian
Investment Development Authority (MIDA)

• Akbar Md Thayoob, Head of Strategic Planning &
Venture, Petronas Chemicals Group Bhd (PCHEM) and
President, Malaysian Petrochemical Association

On 19th October 2020, as part of the Pocket Talk at the virtual IGEM
2020, MGA Secretary General, Rosman Hamzah, delivered a
presentation on “Role of Natural Gas in Energy Transition – Can
Natural Gas Turbocharge Growth of Renewables?”.

The following are key takeaways from the presentation;
• Natural Gas is abundant, clean, reliable, flexible and major

contributor to socio-economic growth
• Natural Gas to remain as a proven key enabler in future energy

transition
• Natural Gas is the perfect partner to grow renewable energy in

Malaysia

Click this link to watch the presentation.

On 23rd September 2019, MGA President, Hazli Sham Kassim,
delivered a presentation on ” Natural Gas In Energy Transition:
Opportunities And Challenges In Malaysia” at Future Trends 2030
Forum organised by the Malaysian Petroleum Resources
Corporation (MPRC).

Hazli Sham proposed the following way forward for natural gas in
energy transition;
• Ensuring smooth transition of the Gas Market Liberalisation
• Ensuring incorporation of Natural Gas Roadmap into RMK12
• Ambitious & aggressive plans to grow demand are needed as

shown below;

Recognising the  
importance of gas in 

power generation

Comprehensive 
Policy to Promote 

Cogeneration

Efficient Utilisation of 
Energy in Industrial 
parks through CUF

Expanding gas 
delivery 

infrastructure to 
under-served areas

Promoting  gas 
connection to 

industrial parks & 
cluster

Encouraging fuel 
switching from dirtier 

fuel

MPRC’s F u t u r e  T r e n d s  2 0 3 0  F o r u m

OTC Asia 2020 – Country Session - Malaysia

I G E M  2 0 2 0  – P o c k e t  T a l k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIthf10QCSY
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Socio-Economic Impact of Gas and The Future of Malaysia’s Energy Mix

Study on The Socio-Economic Impact of Natural Gas
Industry in Malaysia

In our Quarterly Update Q1 2020, we reported that MGA
has commissioned Institute for Democracy and Economic
Affairs (IDEAS) to undertake a study on the socio-economic
impact of natural gas industry to Malaysia.

The summary of the study is now published as “The Socio-
Economic Contribution of the Natural Gas Industry in
Malaysia: Background Research” and can be downloaded at
this link

Policy Paper on Future of Malaysia’s Energy Mix

As a continuation from the findings discovered during its study on the socio-economic impact of
natural gas industry to Malaysia commissioned by MGA, IDEAS proceeded to develop a policy paper
on “The Future of Malaysia’s Energy Mix”. The paper can be downloaded at this link

In the paper, IDEAS urged to increase utilisation of natural gas in the power sector in order to
facilitate growth of renewables and for Malaysia to meet its GHG emission reduction commitment.

The paper also discussed at a public webinar on 2nd October 2020 and streamed live at this link

https://www.ideas.org.my/publications/reports/
https://www.ideas.org.my/policy-paper-no-64-the-future-of-malaysias-energy-mix/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkrTfEFXOEA
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MGA holds 2nd Virtual Industry Talk Amidst Growing Concern on 
Impact of COVID-19 to Gas Market 

On 28 April 2020, over 180 MGA members from 40 companies tuned in to listen to MGA’s Industry
Talk. The 2nd virtual Industry Talk held by MGA during the Movement Control Order offered insight and
guidance to member companies as they navigate the operational stress caused by COVID-19. MGA in
collaboration with Boston Consulting Group (BCG), a member of MGA deliberated one of the hottest topics
around – How Covid-19 is Reshaping the Gas Market? 4 experts from BCG deep-dived on the subject
covering various angles from the ‘Future of oil and gas market’ to ‘Global gas market outlook’ to
‘Implications for Malaysia’. The session lasted about 1:15 minutes and saw active interactions from the
audience in the form of Q&A and conversation threads.

The event, moderated by Stephanie Khaw from BCG, started with an Opening Remarks from Hazli Sham
Kassim, President of MGA. The programme then followed by the following featured speakers from BCG.

The first speaker, Asheesh Sastry,
concluded that:
• The Corona crisis has led to the biggest

oil storage build-up in modern history
• Hardest hit countries experienced ~20

- 30% drop in power Demand.
• Governments trying hard to cushion

the impact on constituents, but this
results in pressure on energy players

Alex Dewar added that;
• Potential LNG mid-long-term impact;
• Gas prices (lower for longer
• Acceleration of more flexible

contracting term
• More consolidated competitive

landscape
• New fuel switching opportunities may

emerge

The third speaker from BCG, Dave Siprasad,
gave his view on the implication for
Malaysia:
• In adjusting Malaysia's gas strategy to

the "new normal", the following are
recommended;

• Continue to pursue gas market
liberalisation

• Increthe as use of gas as feedback
• Encourage more switching from coal to

gas

In view of members' overwhelming
response (83% of survey respondents opted
for a webinar over face-to-face
engagement), MGA shall make online
webinar as its 'new normal' in engaging and
providing industry updates to members the
future.
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On 16th June 2020, MGA's 3rd Industry Talk was attended by MGA members from over 40
organisations. The virtual talk or webinar, held in collaboration with Wood Mackenzie, an MGA
member, discussed how Should Malaysian Market Players Respond to the Changing Global LNG
Market Dynamic. The session that lasted about one hour also provided the audiences with an
opportunity to participate in the Q&A.

The event, introduced by Jenna Lim from Wood Mackenzie, started with an Opening Remarks from
Hazli Sham Kassim, President of MGA. The programme is then followed by the main speaker, Mangesh
Patankar, Director, Gas and LNG Consulting, Wood Mackenzie, who spoke on how Malaysian market
players should respond to the changing global LNG market dynamics.

Key takeaways from his presentation include;

• Gas/LNG markets have been impacted by Covid-19 pandemic and the fall in oil prices. The
lockdowns have reduced demand, whilst oil price has had varied impacts. Longer-term recessionary
implications bring further uncertainty.

• Maintenance deferrals have increased immediate supply availability, but project delays will
negatively impact annual 2020-27 supply.

• The global LNG supply-demand outlook indicates that supply from new pre-FID projects is not
required until at least 2024-2025. Furthermore, there are already immense upstream gas resources
globally (including in Malaysia) available to feed future incremental LNG demand. The Upstream
East Malaysian assets will be competing against global low-cost upstream resources.

• As Peninsular Malaysia's domestic gas supply and pipeline imports decline, there will be an
increasing need for LNG imports, which will, in turn, increasingly link domestic gas prices to regional
oil-indexed LNG prices. Gas market liberalisation means prices will be driven by the marginal supply
source (i.e., LNG); regional LNG prices will act as a benchmark for domestic gas prices.

• Aspirations for Gas hubs are progressing in ASEAN, but several factors will need to be addressed
before taking off.
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SPEAKER #1
Dr. Badrul Hisham Abdul Samad

UPNM

SPEAKER #2
Ahmad Khairuddin Abdul Rahim

MIDA

MGA holds 4th Virtual Industry Talk on COVID-19: Tackling the Pandemic 
and Its Impact to Investment

Held on 11th November 2020, MGA's 4th Industry Talk was attended by MGA members from over 30
organisations. The virtual talk or webinar discussed the topic on COVID-19 Pandemic and Its Impact to
Investment. The session that lasted about one hour also provided the audiences with opportunity to
participate in the Q&A.

The event introduced by Nabilah Zulkefli from MGA, started with an Opening Remarks from Hazli Sham
Kassim, President of MGA. This is then followed by the first speaker, Dr. Badrul Hisham Abdul Samad,
Public Health Physician, National Defence University of Malaysia (UPNM) who spoke on how the
Malaysian government is tackling the COVID-19 pandemic. The second speaker, Ahmad Khairuddin
Abdul Rahim, DCEO II, Manufacturing & Services Development of Malaysian Investment Development
Authority (MIDA) spoke on attracting investment in challenging times.

Dr Badrul Hisham from UPNM gave his perspective on
how the Malaysian Government is tackling the
pandemic;

• The Malaysian Government enforced a Movement
Control Order (MCO) starting from 18th March 2020
to break the chain of COVID-19.

• Ministry of Health (MoH) working closely with
relevant agencies to screen international passengers
at its gateway airports across the country

• Providing sufficient and up-to-date information to
the public through the Official Portal of MoH and
Crisis Preparedness and Response Centre (CPRC).

• Awareness programmes on necessary protective and
hygiene measures

• MySejahtera application
• The use of personal protective equipment (PPE) for

the front-liners who directly involved with COVID-19
patients.

Mr Ahmad Khairuddin from MIDA concluded that;

• The RM35 billion stimulus package's announcement
called The National Economic Recovery Plan
(PENJANA) is aimed at helping businesses recover
from the impact of COVID-19.

• In 2021 budget, there are a few investment or tax
incentives proposed to specific sectors in Malaysia.
The review of tax incentive for each sector
relocating their operations to Malaysia and
undertaking new investments

• MIDA is also focusing on the services sector
targeting quality investments that are high value-
added, strong linkages, skills-intensive, high-income
jobs etc.

• Malaysia also has strong economic fundamentals,
strategic location and international standing to
attract local and foreign investors.
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Virtual Mini-PRESTIGE

Traditionally, MGA's Practical Environmental, Safety & Industrial Guidance for Student Engineers
(PRESTIGE) is a three-day residential program for engineering students in their final year at the
universities (see video at this link for past PRESTIGE).

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic that restricted physical gatherings, MGA instead organised the
webinar on Future-Proofing Your Career in Times of Uncertainty on 10th and 17th October 2020 in
collaboration with Asia School of Business (ASB). The two parallel sessions were attended by a total of
300 students from 10 local universities in Malaysia. Each session started with welcoming remarks by
Hazli Sham Kassim, President of MGA and followed by the video presentation on the importance of
Health, Safety, Security & Environment (HSSE) in the energy sector.

The keynote speaker for both sessions was Dr Sean O. Ferguson, Associate Dean of ASB, who
highlighted the trend where technical skills alone will not be sufficient. Graduates need to equip
themselves with both SHARP (technical) & SMART (people) skills. SHARP skills provide the knowledge
& skill foundation whilst SMART skills facilitate getting things done.

After the presentation, the students were given the opportunity to engage with Dr Ferguson and MGA
Council members as discussants. The students made full use of this opportunity to seek career advice
in a challenging environment.
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SPEAKER
Dr. Sean O. Ferguson

Associate Dean, 
Asia School of Business

DISCUSSANT
Kamal Bahrin Ahmad

Council Member, MGA and 
Managing Director/CEO, 

PETRONAS Gas Bhd

MODERATOR
Sukiman Mohamed

Leader of L&D WC, MGA and 
General Manager, Public & 

Government Affairs, EXXONMOBIL

DISCUSSANT
Seah Suying

Vice President, MGA and 
Director, Integrated Gas Joint 

Venture Excellence, SHELL 

MODERATOR
Rosman Hamzah

Secretary General,
MGA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJj2q5qai-o
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One Pager Campaign: Natural Gas A Sustainable Future Energy

COMMUNICATIONS

MGA values communication with the stakeholders,
both in times of crisis and times of opportunity. As
a part of MGA's ongoing communications to
enhance the general public's knowledge and
understanding, a one-pager campaign on the “Gas
Knowledge” is published extracted from a Study on
the Social Economic Impact of Natural Gas Industry
in Malaysia carried out by The Institute for
Democracy and Economic Affairs (IDEAS) Malaysia.
5 volumes of articles with the first published in
June 2020 and the last edition of the article
completed in September 2020. View at this link

The idea of one-pager campaign is to advocate for
the expanded use of natural gas as a clean,
efficient and cost-effective fuel to reduce the
carbon emissions and drive social, environmental
and economic progress. Moving forward, we aim
for more publication of "Gas Knowledge" articles in
our communication activities to improve the
awareness and further to reinjecting the social
acceptance importantly, on the fundamental of
natural gas roles in today's society.

As we expect an increase in gas demand in the
future, we believe it’s the industry's responsibility
to communicate the advantages of gas thus, we
look forward to orchestrating our advocacy efforts
better through more informative articles and
information sharing in the future.

Natural gas has again proven itself as the critical
energy provider in Malaysia, fuelling the nation in
times of crisis was published in the 1st article. It
provides an overview of the fundamental gas
phase of matter and briefly explained key
information of gas characteristics and properties.

The 2nd edition of one-pager further uncovering
natural gas facts such as the accounted usage
percentage by all categories. The article also
touches the benefits of natural gas to encourage
continued use of a safe, effective and
environmentally responsible energy source.

Published in August 2020, the 3rd one-pager
article further leveraged Malaysian economy's
transformation and how natural gas drives
Malaysia’s economic growth through expanded
infrastructure Energy Access via Natural Gas
Pipeline and natural gas delivery to ensure
Energy Security & Sustainability .

The 4th one-pager article briefly illustrates the
natural gas industry’s significant impacts as one of
Malaysia’s primary commodities on the economy,
including supporting the fiscal sustainability of
public spending & nurturing local players to global
suppliers.

While the 5th edition of the article was published
in September 2020, simplifying the various socio-
economic impacts of the natural gas industry and
how it benefited the local communities.

https://malaysiangas.com/article-of-natural-gas/
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MGA Participated as a Exhibitor at Virtual International Greentech & Eco 
Products Exhibition & Conference Malaysia (IGEM) and Offshore Technology 

Conference Asia (OTC Asia 2020)  

International Greentech & Eco Products
Exhibition & Conference Malaysia (IGEM) was
held virtually on 19 – 23 October 2020

IGEM has established itself as South East Asia's
largest trade event for green technologies and
eco-solutions.

IGEM is an ideal platform for solution providers
and green energy businesses to tap into the
fast-expanding ASEAN market by showcasing
the latest innovations to policymakers,
government organisations, investors, and the
IGEM brand's mass markets.

The total visitor to MGA booth;
Total Visitor – 306
Booth – 147
Microsite – 147
Pocket Talk – 233

Offshore Technology Conference Asia went
Virtual on 2 – 6 November 2020

Since the maiden OTC Asia was held in March
2014 in Kuala Lumpur, it has established itself as
Asia’s premier offshore energy event. OTC Asia,
which is programmed to benefit the industry in
the region and around the globe.

It is a collaborative effort amongst 13 sponsoring
non-profit academic, scientific and professional
organisations dedicated to advancing and
diffusion of scientific and technological
knowledge of offshore resources and related
environmental matters.

The total visitor to MGA booth for 5 days is 139

COMMUNICATIONS
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Reports by MGA as Regional Coordinator in IGU Publications

Global Voice of Gas: 
Issue 1, Vol. 1

IGU releases the first 
issue of Global Voice of 

Gas (GVG), a new 
quarterly publication that 

sets a new standard in 
communication for the 
natural gas community 

worldwide.
Download here

Global Voice of Gas: Issue 2

Welcome to the second 
issue of Global Voice of Gas 
(GVG), an International Gas 
Union publication, produced 
in collaboration with Natural 
Gas World (NGW), that sets 

a new standard in 
communication for the 
natural gas community 

worldwide.
Download here

https://igu.org/news/global-voice-of-gas-issue-1-vol-1-2/
https://igu.org/news/global-voice-of-gas-2/
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IGU Publications

2020 World LNG Report
This 11th annual Global LNG Report features
key global LNG industry updates, right across
its value chain, demonstrating yet another
strong year of growth for this crucial segment
of the natural gas sector.

Download here

Wholesale Price Survey 2020 Edition
The twelfth IGU Wholesale Gas Price Survey,
which began in 2005, shows the trend
towards gas-on-gas competition (GOG) in the
global gas markets, continued in 2019.

Download here

Global Gas Report 2020
The report published by the International Gas
Union (IGU), research company BloombergNEF
(BNEF) and Snam, the Italian-headquartered
international gas infrastructure company reviews
key global gas industry developments over the
last year, provides a high-level outlook for future
gas market developments, and examines the
potential of hydrogen as a clean fuel to help
meet climate goals.

Download here

Gas Technology and Innovation for a
Sustainable Future
The 1st Technology & Innovation report
quantifies the contribution that gas
technologies can make to the success of the
global energy transition, helping to build
sustainable cities and communities and to
provide access to affordable and clean energy

Download here

https://igu.org/resources/2020-world-lng-report/
https://igu.org/resources/wholesale-price-survey-2020-edition/
https://igu.org/resources/global-gas-report-2020/
https://igu.org/resources/gas-technology-and-innovation-for-a-sustainable-future/
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The Team

Open

TK
APRIL 2011 – DEC 2020

We bid farewell to Tam Kio (TK) who
retires after serving MGA as Finance
& Admin for the past 9 years.

We greatly appreciate your hard
work & utmost dedication all these
years. As you go into this next phase
of life, may you enjoy the very best
that life has to offer!

Rosman Hamzah
Secretary General

Nabilah Zulkefli
Comms & Events

Raymond Agong Giso
Iltizam Trainee

Putri Kassim
Events

Tam Kio
Finance & Admin

Aqilah Amirah
Iltizam TraineeSarah Musfirah

Membership & Committee

Hasniza Mokhtar
Finance & Admin

We are pleased to welcome Hasniza Mokhtar as the 
new Admin & Finance who joined MGA on 16 October 
2020 &  Nabilah Zulkefli as the new Head of Comms & 
Events who joined MGA on 2nd Nov 2020.  Welcome 

aboard and Congratulations on being part of MGA 
Secretariat!

We bid farewell and congratulate the ILTIZAM
graduates of class 2020, Raymond Agong Giso & Nur
Aqilah Amirah Mohd Ali.

Thank you for your contribution to MGA, we hope
MGA has served valuable working test drive and to
strengthen brighter career adventures!

mailto:Secretariat@MalaysianGas.com

